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This paper addresses the question how Digital History “trading zones” are being constituted
in practice and how they are situated in physical working environments. The analysis is based
on a case study of the Doctoral Training Unit (DTU) “Digital History and Hermeneutics”, an
interdisciplinary research and training programme that was established at the Luxembourg
Centre for Contemporary and Digital History (C²DH) of the University of Luxembourg. The
DTU is designed as an interdisciplinary “trading zone”, in which thirteen doctoral candidates
with different disciplinary backgrounds – from history, linguistics and philosophy to
computer and information science – reflect on the epistemological and methodological
challenges of doing digital history and humanities research (Fickers 2015, 2012).
The paper reflects on the project’s first year, in which the doctoral researchers were
introduced to various skills and methods in digital humanities as part of the so-called “DH
incubation phase”. This phase included trainings in text mining, digital source criticism,
database structures, data visualization, GIS analysis, tool criticism and algorithmic critique.
The paper presents some of the main practical and epistemological opportunities and
challenges of “thinkering”: the playful experimentation with digital tools and technologies for
doing historical research. It furthermore reflects on the practical and institutional challenges
of constituting an interdisciplinary trading zone, like the DTU. As such, it addresses a
number of critical questions: How to build bridges between different knowledge domains in a
specific research environment? How to stimulate interdisciplinary collaboration and to get
scholars out of their disciplinary or methodological comfort zones? What is at stake in such
interdisciplinary trading zones? Who are the traders – and what is being traded?
The analysis is informed by studies on interdisciplinarity (Klein 2015, Deegan and McCarty
2012, Stehr and Weingart 2000), trading zones (Collins et al. 2007, Galison 1996, Kemman
2019) and communities of practice (Wenger 1998). Empirically, it draws on a series of semistructured interviews and thirty-nine self-reflexive training reports, in which the doctoral
researchers of the DTU discuss their experiences of doing digital history and hermeneutics in
an interdisciplinary setting. Finally, the paper evaluates the suitability of the trading zone
concept as analytical framework for studying interdisciplinary collaborations in Digital
History as a field.
The C²DH DTU has been supported by the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR)
(10929115). For more information about the Doctoral Training Unit on “Digital History and
Hermeneutics”, see the project website and blog: https://dhh.uni.lu/.
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